Minister John Muhammad

I MADE TWO TRIPS TO JAIL FOR THESE KINDERGARTEN STUDENTS.

These pictures were taken from the 1973 Year Book of Muhammad's University of Islam, Temple No. 2.

They were known as the Junior FOI and the Junior MGT & GCC. They and their parents were followers in Islam under the leadership of Messenger Elijah Muhammad.

The first Kindergarten and other classes were set up in Detroit, Michigan at 3408 Hasting St. by Master W. D. Fard. Messenger Elijah Muhammad did not set up the University of Islam in Detroit as some say or think. He set up the University in Chicago, Ill. No. 1, and kept No. 1 Michigan going until he went to prison in Milan, Michigan, and soon after the school was closed. Due to facts, No. 1, Michigan was the buck-bone until even No. 4, Washington D. C. had gotten on foot.

Monday April 16, 1934, about 3:40 P.M. our temple at 3408 Hasting St. was raided. We filled about two patty wagons, there were 14 of us. I was the first to step into a wagon for these KINDERGARTENS or UNIVERSITYS, where